Celebrity Cipher

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

"KIUJGMCJUMNCZCATHRUPRDC
CYRTHITOURJHTLZUWHJOVIPTJUPRDCZIMMIWAUTUPPCJNDGNF
LCHPCT." — G.M. HUT WITNC

Previous Solution: “I ran the astronaut school for six years ... 26 of my guys went into space as NASA astronauts.” — Chuck Yeager

TODAY’S CLUE: X șenba A
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Celebrity Cipher

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

"C'LVUXGFIWMOGEGCZACZI
OPWJGDXUFGEZCI...PXTWXOC
LOAXOMXRCHCWZ...C'LOYCPOO,
OZMC'LDXUFHGUOGXICR."
— ECYOUNF MJTT

Previous Solution: “I'm a Gemini, and I get so bored so easily. I mean, I have moved six times in the last eight years.” — Courteney Cox

TODAY’S CLUE: A șenba A
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Celebrity Cipher

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“JXUJRCSGUWRZORXUXWAZHFX,
JKWAZOWGXUPCJTTWFJRBXJRAX
— J'OPFWPTBAZFMJZ." — BWFKJPR
XWRRJBMTPNWPPRPJSPRZSJA

Previous Solution: “I'm an Aries ... I get slightly disturbed and ... distressed and flustered if things go awry.” — Mandy Moore

TODAY’S CLUE: A șenba N
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Celebrity Cipher

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“X'TPKVTXMX, PMCXKVRJHWGVC
JHVJPJXZFXTVPMX,XSPDVTHDVCI
JXNRXTVJXMRSVFPRJRXKSR
ZVPGJ." — EHIGHRVMVZEHN


TODAY’S CLUE: B șenba M
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Celebrity Cipher

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“M'ULKLEMVD...MJVADTMJXATN
SMDAYERVSLKSSMDAEEVDVSLKS
GTYDAVEVSMGAXMKJDJP LIEN." — ULKSNUPPEV

Previous Solution: “I'm pretty good at thinking about everything ... before I make a decision. ... I'm a Libra, and I'm very strategic.” — Hilary Duff

TODAY’S CLUE: J șenba j
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Celebrity Cipher

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“LTMSVTCTSVRLMKKASC. ... KML
MCFCVSCVTLZLZTLAMJZLTMFMR
ZHFVKVTLRLZVZTVSLAN T
ZAOVVWRRSAYTCLHU." — TSYHRLVTFYTMHOHC

Previous Solution: “I think, when I’m on the court, I become with a killer instinct — I’m a real Scorpio.” — Serbian tennis player Ana Ivanovic

TODAY’S CLUE: M șenba M
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